The possibilities of and. The assurance of all.
How do you choose the right school for a child who’s becoming someone new every day?
At Holland Hall, your child encounters the unscripted excitement of a thousand ANDs.

Warmhearted, welcoming teachers AND lots of individual attention.

High expectations AND an apprenticeship in self-reliance.

Lists of exciting electives, dozens of team and individual sports, AND the strongest arts programming in the region.

A wide range of self-designed, self-directed, hands-on projects that feed your child’s reserves of problem-solving skills AND fan the fires of his own interests and passions.

Culminating in the certainty of one well-founded ALL.

A transformative experience that ensures each child has ALL he needs for ALL he’s becoming – first at Holland Hall then in college, the workplace, and the world beyond.
Inspiring moments AND proven methods mean a bright start for ALL.

**Early learning at Holland Hall.**

Your toddler is already learning so much:
To explore the natural world
**AND**
to engage the intricacies of technology.
To revel in the excitement of group play
**AND**
to appreciate the importance of quiet reflection.
To master the building blocks of language
**AND**
to grapple with the mystery of mathematics.

**Building mastery in a magical place.**

Sun-dappled, high-energy classrooms and spectacular outdoor learning spaces.
First friendships formed in an uncommonly kind community, and warm-hearted, top-notch teachers living our critical mission.
Our three- and four-year-old students learn nothing less than how to learn, laying foundations for success far beyond Primary School.

We start with an integrated, intentional curriculum designed by our early learning experts to instill a genuine love of discovery and to empower children right from the start to make good decisions, embrace challenges, and trust themselves.

From smartboards and storytelling software, to tempera paints and paste, the PreK program at Holland Hall celebrates traditional milestones and hones early academic mastery. Here, your child learns all she needs today to ensure her best possible tomorrow.
Egalitarian Atmosphere

At Holland Hall, our students feel as comfortable speaking to teachers as they do chatting with peers because they learn to interact respectfully with others from adults who listen and engage intently.

This can only happen in an environment where we afford all students one-on-one instruction, tailored teaching AND a brave atmosphere that offers every child the opportunity to take wise risks ALL while immersing them in a deeply kind community of supportive peers.
Beginning in Primary School with self-guided activities and culminating with our Upper School’s collegiate schedule, Holland Hall students learn organizational and decision-making skills far beyond their years. And as they become stakeholders in their own success, they also develop the courage to own their ideas, opinions, and values — first in our embracing environment and ultimately in college, career, and life itself.
Mastering essentials AND confronting complexity, so ALL our students think more deeply.

The Primary School at Holland Hall.

Your child is poised to grow:
From addition to geometry AND from phonics to poetry.
From essential skills to advanced concepts AND from exploring to creating.

A time of profound progress.
She moves forward faster in small, individually-driven classes led by teachers who engage closely and genuinely treasure every mind — and every child — in the room.
Here, learning means doing.

Your child reads about biology but also dissects an owl pellet in a science lab. He explores interactive lessons on electronic devices but also learns the code to create the digital graphics.

And in our open-concept classrooms, multiple sections of the same grade level overlap in a common space, where one class’s discussion sometimes filters through another’s group activity — building community and preparing our youngest learners to concentrate in a world of constantly competing information streams.
Artistic Journeys

Holland Hall students feel at home on the stage, in the studio, and at the potter’s wheel.

From PreK through Senior year, we carefully coordinate each learner’s artistic flights across countless pages and over miles of canvas.

Our students become makers, as well as stronger, deeper thinkers, when they load a brush with paint and help produce a play.

**AND**
their artistic risk-taking fosters confidence and poise that pays dividends in our classrooms and throughout a brave, bold life.

**ALL**
while they gain an unmatched understanding of what it means to be part of the universal human experience.
Because we believe the arts instill critical as well as creative capacities, we commit to a wide range of fine and performing arts programs. We know that when our students can express themselves more fluidly, they can also convey ideas more clearly and make arguments more convincingly.
The steady progress of AND, the leaps and bounds of ALL.

**The Middle School at Holland Hall.**

So many things meet in the Middle School at Holland Hall: an innate love of reading AND a maturing respect for research. An enduring reverence for teachers AND a burgeoning sense of self-reliance. The wild abandon of recess AND the discipline of organized sports.

**Our Middle School is unusual.**

A physical fortress that creates a safe space for reflection, a network of teachers helping your child find his own strengths, and a challenging curriculum that nudges him past his comfort zone and into complex questions about how the world does and should work.
Our 4th-to-8th-Grade model allows younger minds to turn sooner to rich, deep explorations guided by subject experts.

And to immerse in the energy-building, independence-forming bustle of traveling classes and variable course schedules. Students grow from basic reading classes to linguistic and literary studies, as seamlessly as they move between homerooms and science labs, and graduate from open cubbies to traditional lockers.

And even as your child becomes a more focused scholar, her social and extracurricular horizons widen to incorporate friends in other grades, a roster of master teachers, and projects that require collaboration across subjects and between classes.
At Holland Hall, a star point guard is as likely to win an Academic Bowl match as she is to taste victory on the court.

We coach our student-athletes to apply all they learn in the gym and on the field to the classroom and the lab, to seminars and service.

Our students simultaneously build tenacity and technique as rowers and runners and linebackers and cheerleaders AND develop drive and discipline as budding scientists grappling with advanced chemistry ALL while fostering a multitude of interests and strengths instead of deepening a single pigeonhole.
And because we know athletic engagement is its own reward,
we commit to a wide range of sports and wellness programs. We offer something for every body in our student body — so each student learns the thrill of competition, the satisfaction of teamwork, and the pure joy of a well-earned win.
Vigorous classes **AND** a vibrant community today prepare our students for **ALL** their tomorrows.

**The Upper School at Holland Hall.**

**Your student is on the cusp of greater independence:**
At Holland Hall, we help him manage intensifying academic assignments, solve real-world problems, **AND** take fuller ownership of his own intellectual development and academic success.

**Preparatory — and celebratory.**

Our dynamic, experiential curriculum doesn’t just convey facts, figures, and concepts — it also empowers young minds to test theories, conduct experiments, and seek out answers. And because we prioritize active, generative learning, our students celebrate discovery every day.
Academic challenges, worldly connections.

Spanish students who meet at a local clinic, where they translate for real doctors and their patients. Researchers tracing the cultural geography of downtown Tulsa, then presenting a historic preservation proposal to the city council. An ecology class doing science by collecting, testing, comparing, and charting water samples gathered on campus.

Our expert faculty, innovative projects, and supportive community create the conditions for our students to create new knowledge and to build critical, creative, analytical thinking skills to prepare them for college — and for life itself.
**EXTRAORDINARY ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES**

A nationally-recognized reading and writing program in the Primary School. Life-changing robotics and service learning projects in the Middle School. An abundance of courses in the Upper School that prepare our students for college-level thinking. Throughout the journey, a wide range of academic and extracurricular offerings engage, excite, and embolden our students.

**COMPLETE COLLEGE PREPARATION**

A 100% college matriculation rate. On average, $7.7 million awarded in scholarships to our senior class. And acceptances at large research universities and select liberal arts colleges across the country and around the world. At Holland Hall, our three full-time college counselors engage each student in a years-long process that leads to the best-fit university—and ensures they’re ready when they get there.

**AN APPRENTICESHIP IN SELF-RELIANCE**

1st Graders learning to focus in a bustling open-concept classroom. 4th Graders leading their own parent/teacher conference. 8th Graders devising ambitious, self-directed service projects, and freshmen mastering a complex collegiate schedule. Our school community exudes support, and we pour every resource into student success. But we also provide a safe place to fail and to learn time management, accountability, and self-reliance.
A DEEPLY KIND COMMUNITY
An Episcopal-influenced mission that embraces all faiths and celebrates difference. A committed network of students, families, and educators working together to keep Holland Hall welcoming and wonderful for all. From kindergarteners bursting into song at a community assembly to sophomores breaking into dance in Morning Meeting, the mood at Holland Hall is energetic, affirmative, and undeniably fun.

ENDURING ENGAGEMENT
Our student/faculty ratio is just 10 to 1. Sixty-eight percent of the Upper School faculty hold advanced degrees. And the average Holland Hall teacher has more than 22 years of classroom experience. More important, our educators share a commitment to building relationships, forming mentorships, and forging bonds of trust — all in the name of knowing each student well enough to teach them in the best way possible.

UNCOMMON EXTRACURRICULAR EQUILIBRIUM
Thirteen varsity sports. Studio arts, ceramics, and photography workshops. Dance instruction starts in 6th Grade. And supporting all our extracurricular and special programming stand two key beliefs: first, that sports and arts should cooperate, not compete; second, that every child should explore widely in both, developing talents and uncovering interests, wherever they lie.

A WOODED CAMPUS TO GROW ON
A 162-acre campus that’s part nature preserve and part outdoor classroom. Nine science labs, six computer centers, and three libraries. A carefully curated arts center that includes a 1,200-seat theater. A state-of-the-art dining hall and fitness facility. Our physical footprint offers myriad opportunities for countless pursuits. Students in our Primary, Middle, and Upper Schools have daily occasions to connect with each other but learn in three separate facilities appropriate to each developmental stage — and filled with educators who create just the right atmosphere.